Case Study: Emilio Genovese RGD
Type of Work (choose one)
Pro Bono

Self-published

Professional

Project Title

#MeToo and the Arts
Client Name

Royal Ontario Museum
Date Project Completed

Your Role in the Project

07/21/2018

Exhibtion Designer

MM / DD / YYYY

Project Challenge
Describe the client needs / project brief, including project goals and objectives.

The goal of the exhibition was to turn a lens on the museum and arts sector in light of the
MeToo movement. The exhibition’s aim was to create a discursive space for museum visitors
that allowed them to question and reflect a museum’s role on MeToo and the presentation and
collection of art and artifacts from artists accused of sexual abuse. How would a museum deal
with the fall out from the actions of an artist versus the quality and substance of the artwork?
How might we tell that story with sensitivity and without any artworks or artifacts to display?

Strategy/Methodology
Describe your design process including any research, analysis or other information gathering and investigation that contributed to your solution.

The initial brief from senior management was to create a participatory exhibition. I began to
research narratives of which we can leverage an idea into a participatory experience. After that I
worked with project manager to organize a facilitated internal workshop to help develop ideas
further. From that we presented three concepts to the director and from which we then approved
to a newly created advisory group.
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Design Process
Briefly describe the design process from initial concept exploration and presentation to acceptance by the client.

The workshop generated some ideas that identified key messages to be communicated. Working
with the curator, we took her lead where she created content buckets arranged throughout the
gallery. We presented these ideas to an advisory committee for feedback and through their
direction we narrowed down the essence of the exhibition’s narrative to focus on key moments
that have illuminated the challenges museums and art galleries face when it exhibits and collects
the art of someone who is accused of sexual abuse.

Solution/Contribution
Describe your design solution/deliverables and how they achieved project goals and objectives.

The solution we created was something that was appropriate and unexpected at the same time.
We intended to create a tone that was calming but bold considering the possible traumatic
effects the story may trigger for some. Using typogrpahy that embodied that tone created a
balance between urgency and empathy. The purple and light orange colour palette was used to
create a contemporary sense of calm. the exhibition design was well received as fitting and
creative. With a lack of objects and artworks I designed the structure inside as a metaphor to the
raw and exposed nature of the #MeToo issue. Adding the lights helped to improve the lighting
in the gallery but was primarily symbolic of activists and journalists who are illuminating the
issue among all facets of society.
Results/Impact
Provide quantitative/qualitative evidence of the effectiveness of your solution and/or how overcoming any special circumstances and/or
challenges on the project demonstrate the effectiveness of your solution.

The impact of the show is hard to measure among visitors as this exhibition was presented in a
space that was free with admission. However, it did have an impact with staff as we worked to
find a tone for the exhibition that was considerate while communicating a story where we felt it
was the Museum’s responibilty to present.

Supporting Materials
Is this project available for viewing online?

Yes, at the following URL:

https://emiliogenovese.ca/metoo-and-the-arts

No, I will upload my materials:

Click to Attach File...
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